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A(EAF), also commonly known 

management (EBFM), is now widely
accepted as the essential framework for 

by the sector when 45 countries 
participating in the Reykjavik Conference 
on Responsible Fisheries in the Marine
Ecosystem (October, 2001) released the 
Reykjavik Declaration which included 
the commitment  “that, in an effort to 
reinforce responsible and sustainable 

will individually and collectively work on 
incorporating ecosystem considerations

was subsequently endorsed in the Plan of 
Implementation of the World Summit for 
Sustainable Development, Johannesburg,
2002 where it was agreed to “Encourage 
the application by 2010 of the ecosystem

Australia has been one of the leading
nations moving forward on implementing 

model for identifying and prioritizing

formulating a management response 

FAO adopted this broad approach

countries in their own efforts (FAO, 
2003)1 and has also been working with 
a number of countries, including Angola,

and South Africa in implementation
1

these projects, the work with the three southern African 
coastal states of the Benguela Large Marine Ecosystem
has advanced the most and good progress has been made 
within a three-year cooperative project involving Angola,

or gaps in their current management approaches when
considered from the perspective of EAF, prioritised those 

have a much clearer vision of where management action is

healthy marine ecosystems’ and promote progress towards 

important pressures on European Seas and recognises that

be protected, restored and treated as such with the ultimate
aim of providing biologically diverse and dynamic oceans and

for establishing a Framework for Community Action in the 

Despite the progress being made, many countries and
agencies are still grappling with interpreting just what

target species which may include species of conservation 

activities on critical habitats, as well as climate change, may 
also impact on the long-term productivity and diversity of 

must be recognised and managed, or adapted too when 
unavoidable, in ways that do not jeopardize the options for 
future 

on trade-offs that will be necessary for implementation of 

time, full consultation and participation, and the best 

to pursue narrow sectoral goals in isolation can only lead to
a downward spiral in the quality of our marine ecosystems 

Kevern Cochrane
Chief of Fisheries Management and 
Conservation Service, FAO
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been achieved?
Faisons le point: cinq ans après la réforme de la PCP de 2002, oùès la réforme de la PCP de 2002, oùs la réforme de la PCP de 2002, oùéforme de la PCP de 2002, oùforme de la PCP de 2002, où
en sommes-nous?

CFP UPDATE             L'ACTUALITE DE LA PCP

     Indrani Lutchman, Editor, IEEP

Depuis 2002, les corps institutionnels de l’Union Européenne ont 
développé plusieurs nouvelles législations, elles ont mis sur pied de 
nouvelles institutions et ont aussi travaillé à la mise en place d’un 

nouveau cadre réglementaire (Règlement 2371/2002) avec la ferme intention de 

du jour cette année, 2007 s’annonce comme une année importante pour la 
PCP car elle est à mi-chemin entre la réforme de l’ancienne PCP de 2002 et la 

les performances environnementales de la PCP, comme cela a été prévu dans 

La situation actuelle: 2002-2007
1 , la 

Commission a rappelé trois réalisations majeures depuis 2002: la création des 

on observé des 
différences ?

Un des piliers de la réforme de la PCP a été la mise en place des CCR 

que les CCR ont un rôle important à jouer dans les développements futurs de la 
PCP, notamment sur des sujets sensibles comme les plans de reconstitution ou 

faveur des CCR peut paraitre un peu prématurée alors que le premier rapport 

Gestion à long-terme et plan de reconstitution
La nouvelle Règlementation de base a insisté sur le fait de disposer d’une 

gestion plus stratégique grâce à des plans multiannuels ou des plans de gestion 

plans de gestion et de plans de reconstitutions par espèce dès 2004: le plan de 

du merlu du sud et de la langoustine (2005), ainsi que le plan multiannuel  de 

a donné son accord sur un Règlement établissant les mesures pour des plans 
de reconstitution du stock d’anguilles européennes et de la morue de la mer 

1

Since 2002, the EU institutions have developed a raft of 
new legislation, developed new institutions and worked 

for the CFP since it marks the mid-point between the reform 

plans to review the functioning of the Regional Advisory 
Councils (RACs) and report on the environmental performance 
of the CFP, as set out in its 2002 CFP environmental action 

achievements and further comment on the challenges that the 
Commission, Member States and stakeholders face in achieving 

1, the 
Commission highlights three major achievements since 2002 
– the creation of the Regional Advisory Councils (RACs); 
improvements made to the EU control and enforcement 
systems; and the establishment of long term management plans 

Stakeholders involvement: has it made a 
difference?

One of the pillars of the CFP reform was the establishment 

In some ways, it is too early to judge the effectiveness of 

support, subsequently adopted by the Council, increases the 
level of EU funding to the RACs to cover up to 90 per cent of 

the RACs that they have an important role to play in further 
implementation of the CFP, especially on critical issues such 
as the future of the recovery plans and achievement of the 

plans

towards more strategic management through multi-annual or 

point and adopted a series of management plans and species 
recovery plans since 2004: North Sea cod recovery plan 
(2004); northern hake recovery plan (2004); southern hake 
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and Norway lobster stocks recovery plan (2005) Bay of Biscay 

Council reached agreement on a Regulation establishing measures 
for the recovery of the stock of European eel and a recovery plan 

It is too early to comment on the effectiveness of these plans 
but there are concerns that the contribution of the days-at-sea 
limits to stock recovery is lacking and the plans themselves has 

capabilities of seven EU Member States,: Belgium, France, 

monitor the North Sea, Kattegat, Skagerrak and the Eastern 
Channel and ensure compliance with the monitoring programme 

level of cooperation under the EU umbrella marks a new era 
towards improving monitoring, control and surveillance, even if it 

for cod in the Baltic Sea and the other in support of the recovery 

Despite these improvements, the Commission concluded that 

made at the UN World Summit on Sustainable Development in 
Johannesburg in 2002 about MSY, a target which the Commission, 
Member States and stakeholders are committed to achieve by 

Furthermore, whilst the latest economic data suggest 

years are in the face of the key management challenge – how 

Looking ahead, the Commission faces a number of challenges 
in meeting its targets before 2012, not least how to ensure the 
new Member States buy into the CFP principles, how to operate 

associated with new political demands and economic pressures to 

commitments to furthering implementation of the CFP and must 
keep its eye on the environmental agenda as competing political 

le premier plan de déploiement conjoint (PDC) qui aura comme tâche 

une nouvelle étape vers une amélioration du suivi, du contrôle et de la 

dans les critères du PDC, c’est-à-dire que les stocks sont dotés d’un plan 

de stocks courant un risque ne semble ni diminuer ni augmenter et environ 

D’autre part, alors que les dernières données économiques suggèrent 

cessé de chuter ces dernières années, notamment à cause de la hausse du 

Cependant, comme c’était le cas pour le précédent cadre réglementaire,
toutes les actions entreprises au cours des cinq dernières années sont 

seront les effets du FEP sur la limitation de la surcapacité et de l’effort de 

essentiellement sur l’utilisation des aides publiques pour réduire de manière 

la PCP mais doit aussi garder à l’esprit ses engagements en matière 
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ECOSYSTEM-BASED APPROACH            

Are RACs achieving their aim of attaining 

-

Regional Advisory Councils (RACs) 
were established by the European 
Commission to promote better 

Regional Advisory Council, for the 
North Sea, began its work in November 

the general aim of attaining sustainable 

based approach and based on the 

RAC, the North West Waters RAC and 
the Baltic RAC have all followed that 

At the Køge Conference, 
where the Commission  
began the development of 
its new  strategy to protect 
and conserve the marine 
environment, the approach was 

integrated management of 
human activities based on best 

about the ecosystem and its 
dynamics, in order to identify 

which are critical to the health 
of the marine ecosystems, 
thereby achieving sustainable 
use of ecosystem goods and 
services and maintenance of 

scientists but it not easily 
understood by stakeholders and 
non-specialists and this may be one 
of the reasons for slow progress in 

within the RACs, it is not always clear 
how the approach can be translated 

Can the new RACs help by 
introducing a pragmatic version of the 

RAC made a good start by introducing 

management measures – whether they 
are catch quotas, effort restrictions, 
spatial measures or technical regulations 

sector is especially dependent upon a 

RAC and its working groups to consider 
the impacts of their policy proposals or 

advice on the marine environment as well as on the 

consider ecosystems in preparing their advice but 

rounded and holistic approach is taken in managing 

RAC brought together a focus group of scientists, 

which was implicit in the MSY approach which they 

An alternative strategy would be to bring all 
stocks above safe biological limits, with higher 

European Commission and advice from technical 

based on harvest control rules that were robust to 

RACs joined in a workshop to take forward 
discussions on long term management plans for 

had been a particular failure largely due its short 

management through the RACs was the obvious 

to develop long term management plans 

A set of key principles for long-
term management planning were put 
forward during the workshop including 
the need for “adaptive management”, 
which makes incremental changes and 

the North Sea and North West Waters 
RACs have combined to set up a 
series of development groups and area 
working groups, aimed at agreeing long 
term management plans for different 

the Pelagic RAC is working on its 
own management plans for the 

advice and assistance is being 
sought from a range of scientists 

plans will begin to emerge from 

to improve governance within 

is to work towards integrated 

RACs have made good progress 
in routinely providing advice to 

have taken their own initiative to adopt 

independently set out to achieve more 

the preparation of their own long 

the opportunity to take responsibility 
for their own future, by seeking more 

made by the RACs is impressive, and 

wider role of the RACs within the new 
European Marine Strategy remains to be 
discussed but it is evident that they can 
play a key role in promoting sustainable 

Fishers have an important role to play through RACS in EBA implementa-
tion
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            ECOSYSTEM-BASED APPROACH

Political commitment to adopting an 

the CFP Council Regulation commits to 
1

According to the FAO, the broad purpose 

multiplicity of societal needs and desires, 
without jeopardizing the options for future 

of goods and services provided by marine 

of environmental sustainability, formerly 
dealt with on an ad-hoc basis, are treated 

the state of the environment, usually 

negotiations that take account of short 
and long-term economic, social and 

implementation, it is essential that high 

ecosystems’) can be translated into 
operational objectives that provide a 

against which all stakeholders can judge 

management’ which we treat as synonymous 
with EAF

developing and 
agreeing upon 
operational 
objectives for 
EAF it would 
be helpful 
to base this 
process on an 
understanding 
of the tradeoffs 
among 
objectives and 
an assessment 
the tractability 
of management 
actions that 
might be 
needed to meet 

for catches need to be reconciled with 
the long-term need for sustainability 
of target species and other ecosystem 
components, especially vulnerable non-

reason, operational objectives are likely 
to be more varied than those supporting 
single-species management and the 

an EAF is likely to be broadly consistent 

of single-species management: that in 

will be needed to meet the operational 

limited political commitment to bear 
the high short-term costs associated 
with moving towards sustainable 

the progressive implementation of 
EAF is likely to depend on how society 

regulators change the incentives that 

management such as the development of 
long-term management plans and action 
to meet the WSSD MSY targets will help 
support progressive implementation of 

effort that will have less impact on the 

main issues to be addressed when moving 
towards an EAF are the needs to develop 
compatible operational objectives based 

assessment of what matters), to remove 

are compromised and to develop technical 
mitigation measures and incentives to 
reduce the environmental impact of the 

Within Europe, some groups are 
starting to consider practical approaches 
to the incremental implementation of 

western Channel, the UK Department 
of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 

project team will work with stakeholders 
to identify management objectives for the 
region and to develop and test indicators 

stakeholders to assess the relative impacts 

will also give managers and stakeholders 

European attempts to improve the 

and the Marine Strategy Directive may 
encourage direct comparisons between 
the environmental performance of 

provides a framework within which the 

can be monitored, assessed, reported 
and managed; and attempts to develop 
and implement an EAF will provide the 

requirements for Environmental Impact 
Assessment and Strategic Environmental 

Contact: Simon Jennings, Centre 
for Environment, Fisheries and 

aims to present different perspectives on the issues, and thereby encourage discussion and debate among 
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Long-term management plan for Baltic Cod

-

of uncertainty about its reference points 
-

-

In June this year, EU ministers 

term management plan for 

Further, it does not even meet 
the requirements set down in the 
Basic Regulation, the foundation of 

A cornerstone of the reform of 
the EU’s Common Fisheries Policy 
2002 was an increased emphasis 
on long-term management 

Basic Regulation specify under 
what conditions recovery or 
management plants should be 
adopted, and what they should 

Article 5 states that recovery 
plans should be adopted when 

is below safe biological limits 

the eastern stock of the Baltic 

tonnes, SSB has been below it for 
a decade, two years ago around 

Article 5, a recovery plan should 
include reference points suggested 

targets, and a time frame for when 

for a new plan for Baltic cod, 
published in July, 2005, did not 

consequence, it was also not 

plan covered two stocks, the 

Commission called the joint plan a 

had long emphasized the need for 
separate management of the two 

in 2004 on the eve of the accession of Poland, 

hand, the long term management plan had separate 
regulating articles for the eastern and western 

plan contained no time frame for when targets 

have been embarrassing, as the plan is so weak it 

adoption of the plan, a Swedish press report quoted a 

Perhaps a more serious weakness is that the plan 

adopted by the Council, ICES 
pointed out that it was uncertain 

stated that the plan would result 
an increase of total allowable 

stock of 15 per cent, at the same 
time as ICES was recommending a 

weaker and less clear than the 
management plan adopted by the 
International Baltic Sea Fisheries 

this out to the Commission 
in a letter last year, and asked 
that the Commission submit a 
new proposal that at least met 
the requirements of the Basic 

submitted just before the Council 
meeting in June, the Commission 
added new language stating that 
the plan was to be considered a 

were no changes to ensure that 
the plan would actually meet the 

In substance, the plan sets 

should increase or decrease per 
year, that is, 15 per cent, and 

What the plan clearly does do 
is give the Commission and the 
Council liberty to continue to 

Contact: Charles Berkow, 

ECOSYSTEM-BASED APPROACH

-

IEEP FISHERIES PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS

-
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Conversely, EAF should imply two major changes regarding 

species assessments and management must be maintained, but 

an eco-system approach must deal with the minimization of the 

ecosystem integrity, function and should lead to higher catches 

European Commission) to restore stocks to levels that permit 

to enforce the idea that biomass reductions, due to increasing 

current levels of overcapacity are over 50% for the majority 

Currently, time is being spent on declarations of intent, whereas 

especially using larger mesh size, which would lead to stronger 

of course to add more holistic and eco-system parameters to 

modeling should be strongly encouraged, notably using standard 
software such as Ecopath with Ecosim (which is less often used 

for all areas covered by the recently created Regional Advisory 

Finally, ecosystem-based analyses are still largely under 

to replace usual stock assessment methods and to provide 

developed to provide a strategic and better understanding of 

management tools, such as Marine Protected Areas should 

Currently, Europe is lagging behind other regions in the world 

 ECOSYSTEM-BASED APPROACH

Implementing the ecosystem approach to 

advice formulated by committees of the International 

advice is supposed to ensure long term sustainability of 

recently, the need to implement of the Ecosystem Approach 
to Fisheries (EAF) is recognized to be a priority by scientists 

Fisheries Policy (European Commission, 2001) as a strategic 

declarations, the evolution of the concept has been very slow 
and some of its key objectives will likely not be achieved in the 

Following the adoption of the “Precautionary Principle in 
Environmental Management” (UNCED, 1992) and of the “Code 
of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries” (FAO, 1995), the ICES 

“precautionary approach”, sometimes presented inappropriately 

Undoubtedly, it has had positive effects for some severely 
depleted stocks, usually leading to more restrictive access 

In addition, the approach is nearly always used in assessing 
stocks close to the edge of the abyss by determining the minimal 

applied to ensure, theoretically, stock regeneration and bringing 

margins, depending on estimated uncertainty, this approach 
tends to maintain low abundances, with stocks above critical 
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ECOSYSTEM-BASED APPROACH

IEEP has also been at the forefront of research and policy development in relation to the integration of environmental considerations 

Implementing Ecosystem-Based Manage-
ment in Marine Capture Fisheries – Case 
Studies from WWF’s Marine Ecoregions

In 2002, WWF published 
comprehensive policy proposals for 
ecosystem-based management (EBM)

1

highly integrated approach, considering 

social and economic needs of human 

maintaining the natural structure,
function and productivity of 
ecosystems; incorporating human use 
and values when managing resources;
recognising that ecosystems are
dynamic and constantly changing; 
developing a shared vision by
stakeholders; and making decisions 

WWF’s framework translates 
the principles into practical actions, 
identifying twelve operational 

steps inspired twelve case studies,

WWF considers EBM to have traction
in a diverse array of initiatives around 

While the policy framework suggests
the operational steps should be guided
by and nested within EBM principles, 
the research revealed following them 

Fisheries stakeholders rarely have 

1
Short (2002) Policy Proposals and Operational

canvas, nor following a neat twelve 

is best characterised as evolutionary
rather than revolutionary, negotiated

economic and socio-cultural realities, 
with the right elements in place for 
some EBM steps and more work to do

was adapted uniquely and activity was
determined by the reality confronting 

stakeholders implemented some
operational elements, trying to create 
an enabling environment for EBM 

case studies highlight aspirations and
achievements relevant to the European

within which stakeholder relationships 
are evolving via the Baltic Sea Regional

still out on whether the forum will be
a positive force in the management of 

sectoral stakeholders can form 
productive relationships, gradually
positive action may achieve sustainable 

Meanwhile, the Northwest Atlantic
Fisheries Organisation (NAFO), of 
which Denmark, France and the EU 
are members, is confronting severely 

to Reduce Bycatch and Implement
Ecosystem-Based Management for 
the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries

basis for WWF-Canada’s work in this

status at NAFO which enables staff 
to strengthen relations with decision-
makers, engaging them on the need 
to reduce cod bycatch and implement

Finally, the Commission for the 
Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Living Resources (CCAMLR) is
pioneering and leading the way for 

internationally, especially when it 

outcomes against ecosystem-based 

delegation members, environmental

management system, especially when

nothing if it is not adaptive, based 

monitoring processes and continual 
learning which CCAMLR showcases in 

For more information: Chris


